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time (e.g. the average character number of the single user’s
email subjects).
The purpose is to select the number of features which
best describe abnormal sending (or receiving) behavior.
Each feature can be expressed by either a continuous or
polynomial value. For example, a frequency calculation
returns a number, where feature responsible of email
attachments is represented as an array of bits, where each
bit represents the presence of specific type of attachment.

Introduction
Everybody will agree that e-mail has become one of
the most common technologies of nowadays
communication. However, due to its’ SMTP protocol
imperfectness, it gives a variety of problems. Unsolicited
marketing messages or spam, virus and worms spreading
and phishing attacks are nowadays reality - utilizing more
than a half of the total daily message traffic [1].
While unsolicited traffic is a commercial trend, there
is a big potential of intrusion in PC to convert it to
spambot. However, this is performed with high carefulness
using novel exploits of existing vulnerabilities of operating
systems in limited dimension. The trend is that spammers
are not trying to infect as more as possible machines.
Having the small groups of infected PCs, it is easer to stay
unnoticed, i.e. the antivirus developer wont be interested to
react for complain of not massive security problem.
Recently, the methods for email systems detection
limits to examination of characteristics of incoming
messages. Where spam detectors calculate statistical
features on received email for classification usually dealing
with corpus composed of messages from several distinct
users. Thus it is not possible to profile appropriate user’s
behavior. For characterization the users’ normal email
behavior the outgoing email traffic should be observed,
after which comparing different behavior patterns the
abnormal could be detected and suspended.
This individual-user based analysis, when combined
with technologies that examine incoming mail, could form
an extremely strong defense against the spread of spam and
phishing messages and even novel stealth intrusions.

E-mail message features
Here are described numerical values calculated on a
per e-mail message basis. The categories of features that
represent their output as one or more bits, i.e. polynomial
values, are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Polynomial value single email features
Feature per-email
Description
Presence of HTML
Buggy HTML exploits usually
used
to
overcome
text
classifiers.
Presence of script attributes
Useful in detecting potential
security risks
Presence of images
Images are often used by
spammers exploiting image
processing vulnerability.
Presence of hyperlinks
Spam always goes with them
Number of attachments
Usually ordinary user do not
attach many files to their
email, however mail worms,
due
to
its
spreading
mechanism,
are
sending
attachments.
Number of word/characters in This features help build a basic
the subject and body
profile o the user’s writing
characteristics. Spam messages
have
distinct
form
of
automatically generated text.

Feature descriptions
The appropriate user’s email activity or behavior
could be described by collecting some statistic of suitable
feature. The part of them could be calculated from a single
email (e.g. incoming email activity of a single user) and
the rest that examine several email over fixed amount of

The numerical values calculated over a fixed amount
of time, typically consisting of user’s last thirty massages,
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difference is 1 (when compared histograms do not have
any overlaps) and the minimum value is 0 (when histogram
completely overlaps each other). The following figures
illustrate the differences between all combinations of users
for appropriate feature.

are continuous statistics. The category of feature that
represents values, are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Continuous value single email features
Number
of
emails Spam-bots or worms tend to
sent/received
send emails faster than average
user.
Number of unique email It counts addresses in the To:,
recipients:
Cc:, and Bcc: headers.
Number of unique sender Many users have multiple
addresses
active accounts on the same
machine. However, a single
machine sending from a large
number of addresses at a high
rate could indicate abnormal
activity.
Average
number
of It captures trends in email
word/characters per subject wording allowing to separate
body; average word length
normal email from malicious
activity.
Variance in number of It is suspicious when subject
word/character per subject, and body is written in capital
body; variance in word length.
letters
The set of distinct word The words which are frequent
frequency
in spam messages.
Ratio
of
emails
with Most users do not send large
attachments
amount of emails with
attachments in sequences.
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Fig. 1. Normalized histograms for two users of the values for the
features
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Feature set is designed to capture specific elements of
user email behavior. For the individual contributions of
each feature to the overall effectiveness an analysis of
feature ability to capture information specific to individual
behavior is required.
One of the methods to classify behavior is histogram
analysis. It is possible between histograms of a specific
feature over the data of two separate users to estimate how
similar they are. Histograms are compared to one another
to find similarity or abnormal behavior between different
users’ accounts, and within the same account (i.e. longterm profile.
For every pair of histograms h1, h2 there is a
corresponding number D(h1,h2) which indicates the
distance between h1 and h2 .
To demonstrate the difference in e-mail message
feature distributions among individual users we used
simplified histogram intersection method according to
formula:
D1 (h1 , h2 ) = ∑ h1 [i ] − h2 [i ] .
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Fig. 3. The frequency of Words in email body distribution
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The graph in Fig. 1 shows normalized histograms of
two users in the dataset of the values for the features
calculating the number of distinct addresses email is sent
to. By taking the absolute value of the difference of each
bin over these two users’ histograms, we generate the
graph in Fig. 2, which represents how different the two
user’s behavior is, according to selected feature.
According to the opposite metric of per-feature user
similarity, we can plot how features separate individual
behavior, considering different pairs of users. The data
should be normalized, thus the maximum value of this
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Fig. 4. Average word length distribution

In such distribution characteristics, could be
expressed all selected features, and from them concludes
that user behavior features are different per user, and each
feature behaves slightly differently over all users, i.e. some
statistics vary more widely than others.
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Fig. 5. Email sending frequency distribution

Evaluation measurement

For classification problem we used several data
sources: a corpus created by a custom real-time email
interception framework that collected data from 27 coworkers within private company. We constructed training
and test data sets where emails are first marked and labeled
by the user indicating whether they are spam or normal.
This information might also be retrieved from user
behavior observation (i.e. when they delete a message prior
to opening it, or move it to a “spam” folder).
The aim of this paper is to compare effectiveness of
different classifiers and to show general degradation in
performance as the feature set grows in size. Applying
collected corpus to several classifiers.

Detection rate – is the total number of spam detected
divided by the total number of spam messages

Detection =

(5)

False negative rate – represents the number of nonspam email flagged as spam.
Error rate – the amount of emails misclassified
regardless of the mistakes made by the model.

It is based on the idea that every solvable
classification problem can be transformed into a linearly
separable one by mapping the original vector space into a
new one, using non-linear mapping functions. SVM’s learn
generalized linear discriminant functions of the following
forms:

()

f x = ∑ ωi ⋅ hi x + ω0 .
i =1

tp
tp + fn

False positive rate – represents the number of nonspam email flagged as spam divided by the total non-spam
messages.

Support Vector Machine

m'

(4)

2σ 2

is a normal probability density function of continuous
attributes.

Spam detection

()

( x − µ )2

Table 3. Individual
experiments
Learning
algorithm
Naïve Bayes
SVM

(2)

classifier

Detection rate

performance
False positive
rate
3,8 %
4,1 %

98,3 %
96,5 %

over

spam

False negative
rate
1,7 %
3,5 %

The results of different classifier accuracy to detect
spam from user behavior and its dependency on feature set
selection are presented in Figure 6.

where m’ – dimensionality of the vector space; hi(x) – the
non-linear function that map the original attributes to the
new ones. SVM applies a linear algorithm that attempts to
maximally separate the “normal” data from the origin via a
hyper plane boundary.
The SVM is trained with normal and abnormal user
activity. Our process data consist of 4600 data points: 2990
for training, 1150 for cross validation and 460 for testing.
We used a training set of 2990 data points with 27
incoming and 13 outgoing email features. The corpus
consists 1810 data points containing actual spam activity.
Data points are used for training using Gaussian Radial
Bias Function (RBF) kernel option. The kernel function
defines the feature space in which the training set examples
will be classified.
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Fig. 6. The accuracy of classifiers on feature selection during
training

Conclusions

Naïve Bayes

This paper presents an approach to spam detection
using feature generation on outgoing email traffic to build
models of user behavior.
Initial analysis indicates that user behavior can be
clustered into sets of common models that describe the

It is the simplest and most widely used algorithm that
derives Bayesian Decision Theory. Considering condition
that attributes X1,...,Xn are independent given the category
C, and each the probability that a message with vector
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general behavior patterns of most users making a large
scale detection system feasible.
There are several features based on word distributions
and social network analysis that can be included in our
feature set for better prediction of user behavior. In
addition, any deployable system will have to account for
the temporal changes in user behavior via periodic
retraining
The effectiveness of feature selection can be seen in
the performance of abnormal mail sending detection via
different structure classifiers, and the best results from our
data set was reached applying Naive Bayes statistical
method. There also obvious that increasing feature set the
accuracy of classifiers doesn’t changes or even reduces.
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